We present new protocols for Byzantine state machine replication and Byzantine agreement in the synchronous and authenticated setting. The celebrated PBFT state machine replication protocol tolerates f Byzantine faults in an asynchronous setting using 3f + 1 replicas, and has since been studied or deployed by numerous works. In this work, we improve the Byzantine fault tolerance threshold to n = 2f + 1 by utilizing a relaxed synchrony assumption. We present a synchronous state machine replication protocol that commits a decision every 3 rounds in the common case. The key challenge is to ensure quorum intersection at one honest replica. Our solution is to rely on the synchrony assumption to form a post-commit quorum of size 2f + 1, which intersects at f + 1 replicas with any pre-commit quorums of size f + 1. Our protocol also solves synchronous authenticated Byzantine agreement in expected 8 rounds. The best previous solution (Katz and Koo, 2006) requires expected 24 rounds. Our protocols may be applied to build Byzantine fault tolerant systems or improve cryptographic protocols such as cryptocurrencies when synchrony can be assumed.
Introduction
Byzantine consensus [28, 7] is a fundamental problem in distributed computing and cryptography. It has been used to build fault tolerant systems such as distributed storage systems [38, 8, 3, 25, 1, 11, 24] , certificate authorities [37, 43] , fair peer-to-peer sharing [41] , and more recently cryptocurrencies [22, 32, 34, 2] . It has also been frequently used as building blocks in cryptographic protocols such as secure multi-party computation [18, 5] .
Broadly speaking, Byzantine consensus considers the problem of reaching agreement among a group of n parties, among which up to f can have Byzantine faults and deviate from the protocol arbitrarily. There exist a few variant formulations for the Byzantine consensus problem.
1 Two theoretical formulations are Byzantine broadcast and Byzantine agreement [35, 28] . In Byzantine broadcast, there is a designated sender who tries to broadcast a value; In Byzantine agreement, every party holds an initial input value. To rule out trivial solutions, both problems have additional validity requirements. Byzantine broadcast and agreement have been studied under various combinations of timing (synchrony, asynchrony or partial synchrony) and cryptographic assumptions (whether or not to assume digital signatures). It is now well understood that these assumptions drastically affect the bounds on fault tolerance. In particular, Byzantine agreement requires f < n/3 under partial synchrony or asynchrony even with digital signatures, but can be solved with f < n/2 under synchrony with digital signatures.
Most Byzantine broadcast and agreement protocols have been designed to demonstrate theoretical feasibility and the problem definitions are also not always convenient to work with in practice. A more
Overview of Our Protocols
Interestingly, our core protocol draws inspiration from the Paxos protocol [27] , which is neither synchronous nor Byzantine fault tolerant. Since our main focus is state machine replication, we will describe the core protocol with "replicas" instead of "parties". The core of our protocol resembles the synod algorithm in Paxos, but is adapted to the synchronous and Byzantine setting. In a nutshell, it runs in iterations with a unique leader in each iteration (how to elect leaders is left to higher level protocols). Each new leader picks up the states left by previous leaders and drives agreement in its iteration. A Byzantine leader can prevent progress but cannot violate safety. As soon as an honest leader emerges, then all honest replicas reach agreement and terminate at the end of that iteration.
While synchrony is supposed to make the problem easier, it turns out to be non-trivial to adapt the synod algorithm to the synchronous and Byzantine setting while achieving the optimal f < n/2 fault tolerance. The major challenge is to ensure quorum intersection [27] at one honest replica. The core idea of Paxos is to form a quorum of size f + 1 before a commit. With n = 2f + 1, two quorums always intersect at one replica, which is honest in Paxos. This honest replica in the intersection will force a future leader to respect the committed value. In order to tolerate f Byzantine faults, PBFT uses quorums of size 2f + 1 out of n = 3f + 1, so that two quorums intersect at f + 1 replicas, among which one is guaranteed to be honest. At first glance, our goal of one honest intersection seems implausible with the n = 2f + 1 constraint. Following PBFT, we need two quorums to intersect at f + 1 replicas which seems to require quorums of size 1.5f + 1. On the other hand, a quorum size larger than f + 1 (the number of honest replicas) seems to require participation from Byzantine replicas and thus loses liveness. Our solution is to utilize the synchrony assumption to form a post-commit quorum of size 2f + 1. A post-commit quorum does not affect liveness and intersects with any pre-commit quorum (of size f + 1) at f + 1 replicas. This satisfies the requirement of one honest replica in intersection. With some additional checks and optimizations, we obtain our core protocol: a 4-round synchronous Byzantine synod protocol (three Paxos-like rounds plus a notification round). It preserves safety under Byzantine leaders and ensures termination once an honest leader emerges.
We then apply the core synod protocol to state machine replication and Byzantine broadcast/agreement in the synchronous and authenticated setting with f < n/2. For state machine replication, a simple strategy is to rotate the leader role among the replicas after each iteration. Because each honest leader is able to drive at least one decision, the protocol spends amortized 2 iterations (8 rounds) per decision with f < n/2 faults. We then improve the protocol to allow a stable leader and only replace the leader if it is not making progress. The improved protocol commits a decision in 3 rounds in the common case. While our view change protocol resembles that of PBFT at a high level, the increased fault threshold f < n/2 again creates new challenges. In particular, two views in PBFT cannot make progress concurrently: f + 1 honest replicas need to enter the new view to make progress there, leaving not enough replicas for a quorum in the old view. In contrast, with a quorum size of f + 1 and n = 2f + 1 in our protocol, if a single honest replica is left behind in the old view, the f Byzantine replicas can exploit it to form a quorum. Thus, our view change protocol needs to ensure that two honest replicas are never in different views. Informally, our protocol achieves the following result. More precise results are given in Appendix B.
There exists a synchronous leader-based state machine replication protocol for n = 2f + 1. Each decision takes 3 rounds in the common case. View changes (replacing a leader) take 4 rounds and happen at most f times.
To solve Byzantine broadcast, we let the designated sender be the leader for the first iteration. After the first iteration, we rotate the leader role among all n parties. It is straightforward to see that this solution achieves both agreement and validity. If the designated sender is honest, every honest party agrees on its value and terminates. Otherwise, the first honest leader that appears down the line will ensure agreement and termination for all honest parties. Assuming we have a random leader oracle, there is a (f + 1)/(2f + 1) > 1/2 probability that each leader after the first iteration is honest, so the protocol terminates in expected 2 iterations after the first iteration. To solve Byzantine agreement, we can use the classical transformation from Lamport et al. [28] . These give rise to the results in Theorem 2.
Theorem 2. Assuming a random leader election oracle, there exist synchronous Byzantine broadcast and Byzantine agreement protocols for f < n/2 that terminate in expected 8 rounds.
We remark that the f < n/2 Byzantine fault tolerance in our protocols is optimal for synchronous authenticated Byzantine agreement and state machine replication, but not for Byzantine broadcast. Our quorum-based approach cannot solve Byzantine broadcast in the dishonest majority case (f ≥ n/2).
Related Work
Byzantine agreement and broadcast. The Byzantine agreement and Byzantine broadcast problems were first introduced by Lamport, Shostak and Pease [28, 35] . They presented protocols and fault tolerance bounds for two settings (both synchronous). Without cryptographic assumptions (the unauthenticated setting), Byzantine broadcast and agreement can be solved if f < n/3. Assuming digital signatures (the authenticated setting), Byzantine broadcast can be solved if f < n and Byzantine agreement can be solved if f < n/2. The initial protocols had exponential message complexities [35, 28] . Fully polynomial protocols were later shown for both the authenticated (f < n/2) [12] and the unauthenticated (f < n/3) [17] settings. Both protocols require f + 1 rounds of communication, which matches the lower bound on round complexity for deterministic protocols [15] . To circumvent the f + 1 round lower bound, a line of work explored the use of randomization [4, 36] which eventually led to expected constant-round protocols for both the authenticated (f < n/2) [21] and the unauthenticated (f < n/3) [14] settings. In the asynchronous setting, the FLP impossibility [16] rules out any deterministic solution. Some works use randomization [4, 6] or partial synchrony [13] to circumvent the impossibility.
State machine replication. A more practical line of work studies state machine replication [26, 39] . The goal is to design a distributed system consisting of replicas to process requests from external clients while behaving like a single-server system. Paxos [27] and Viewstamped replication [33] tolerate f crash faults with n ≥ 2f + 1 replicas. The PBFT protocol [7] tolerates f Byzantine faults with n ≥ 3f + 1 replicas. In all three protocols, safety is preserved even under asynchrony while progress is made only during synchronous periods. Numerous works have extended, improved or deployed PBFT [38, 8, 3, 25, 43, 41, 42, 1, 11, 31, 23] . They all consider the asynchronous setting and require n ≥ 3f + 1. Several systems achieve BFT state machine replication with n ≥ 2f + 1 by introducing trusted components to the protocol [10, 9, 20, 40] . To the best of our knowledge, the only work on state machine replication that considers the exact same setting as ours (Byzantine faults, n ≥ 2f + 1, synchrony, digital signatures and no trusted component) is XFT [30] . We remark that the main goal of XFT is to tolerate either Byzantine faults under synchrony or crash faults under asynchrony, but we can still compare to its synchronous Byzantine version. As we mentioned, with the best techniques we are aware of, XFT's performance does not scale well with n and f .
A Synchronous Byzantine Synod Protocol

Model and Overview
Our core protocol is a synchronous Byzantine synod protocol with n = 2f + 1 replicas. An adversary may corrupt up to f replicas and may adaptively decide which replicas to corrupt as the protocol proceeds. The adversary is not mobile and cannot "uncorrupt" replicas; the total number of replicas that the adversary has ever corrupted is at most f . Corrupted replicas are coordinated by the adversary and may deviate from the protocol arbitrarily. The goal of the core synod protocol is to guarantee that all honest replicas eventually commit (liveness) and commit on the same value (safety). Note that we use the term honest for a node that is not faulty whereas a faulty node is referred to as Byzantine.
We assume synchrony. If an honest replica i sends a message to another honest replica j at the beginning of a round, the message is guaranteed to reach by the end of that round. Our protocol runs in iterations and each iteration consists of 4 rounds. We describe the protocol assuming all replicas have perfectly synchronized clocks. Hence, they enter each round simultaneously and have the same view on the current iteration number k (the first iteration has k = 1). In practice, a known bound on the communication delay is sufficient.
We assume public key cryptography. Every replica knows the public (verification) key of every other replica, and they use digital signatures when communicating with each other. Byzantine replicas cannot forge honest replicas' signatures, which means messages in our systems enjoy authenticity as well as non-repudiation. We use x i to denote a message x that is signed by replica i, i.e., x i = (x, σ) where σ = Sign i (x) is a signature produced by replica i using its private signing key. For better efficiency, σ can be a signature of a message's digest, i.e., output of a collision resistant hash function. A message can be signed by multiple replicas (or the same replica) in layers, i.e., x i j = x, σ i j = (x, σ i , σ j ) where σ i = Sign i (x) and σ j = Sign j (x || σ i ) (|| denotes concatenation).
The core protocol assumes a unique leader in each iteration that is known to every replica. An iteration leader can be one of the replicas but can also be an external entity. Similar to Paxos, we decouple leader election from the core protocol and leave it to higher level protocols (Section 4 and 5) or, in some cases, the application level. For example, a cryptocurrency (blockchain) may elect leaders based on proof of work.
Each iteration consists of 4 rounds. The first three rounds are conceptually similar to Paxos: (1) the leader learns the states of the system, (2) the leader proposes a safe value, and (3) every replica sends a commit request to every other replica. If a replica receives f + 1 commit requests for the same value, it commits on that value. If a replica commits, it notifies all other replicas about the commit using a 4th round. Upon receiving a notification, other replicas accept the committed value and will vouch for that value to future leaders. To tolerate Byzantine faults, we need to add equivocation checks and other proofs of honest behaviors at various steps. We now describe the protocol in detail.
Detailed Protocol
Each replica i internally maintains some long-term states accepted i = (v i , k i , C i ) across iterations to record its accepted value. Initially, each replica i initializes accepted i := (⊥, 0, ⊥). If replica i later accepts a value v in iteration k, it sets accepted i := (v, k, C) such that C certifies that v is legally accepted in iteration k (see Table 1 ). In the protocol, honest replicas will only react to valid messages. Invalid messages are simply discarded. To keep the presentation simple, we defer the validity definitions of all types of messages to Table 1 . We first describe the protocol assuming no replica has terminated, and later amend the protocol to deal with non-simultaneous termination.
Round 0 (status) Each replica i sends a k, status, v i , k i i , C i i message to the leader L k of the current iteration k, informing L k of its current accepted value. We henceforth write L k as L for simplicity.
At the end of this round, the leader L picks f + 1 valid status messages to form a safe value proof P .
Round 1 (propose) The leader L picks a value v that is safe to propose under P : v should match the value that is accepted in the most recent iteration in P , or any v is safe to propose if no value has been accepted in P (see Table 1 for more details). L then sends a signed proposal k, propose, v L , P L to all replicas including itself.
At the end of this round, if replica i receives a valid proposal k, propose, v L , P L from the leader, it sets v L→i := v. Otherwise (leader is faulty), it sets v L→i := ⊥.
and sends a k, commit, v i request to all replicas including itself.
At the end of this round, if replica i is forwarded a valid proposal k, propose, v L in which v = v L→i , it does not commit in this iteration (leader has equivocated). Else, if replica i receives f + 1 valid k, commit, v j requests in all of which v = v L→i , it commits on v and sets its long-term state C i to be these f + 1 commit requests concatenated. In other words, replica i commits if and only if it receives f + 1 valid and matching commit requests and does not detect leader equivocation.
Round 3 (notify) If replica i has committed on v at the end of Round 2, it sends a notification k, notify, v i , C i i to every other replica, and terminates.
At the end of this round, if replica i receives a valid k, notify, v j , C j message, it accepts v by setting its long-term states
If replica i receives multiple valid notify messages with different values, it is free to accept any one or none. Lastly, replica i increments the iteration counter k and enters the next iteration.
Summaries and certificates. In a k, status, v i , k i i , C i i message, we call the k, status, v i , k i i component a status summary, and the C i component a commit certificate. Similarly, in a k, notify, v i , C i i message, we call the k, notify, v i component a notify summary, and C i is again a commit certificate. This distinction will be important soon for handling non-simultaneous termination.
A shorter safe value proof P . In the above basic protocol, P consists of f + 1 valid status messages, each of which contains a commit certificate. This yields a length of |P | = O(n 2 ). We observe that P can be optimized to have length O(n). P can consist of f + 1 valid status summaries plus a commit certificate for a summary that claims the highest iteration number. Table 1 presents more details.
Non-simultaneous termination. We need to ensure that all honest replicas eventually commit and terminate. However, in the protocol above, it is possible that some honest replicas terminate in an iteration while other honest replicas enter the next iteration. Without special treatment, the honest replicas who enter the new iteration will never be able to terminate (unable to gather f + 1 matching commit requests) if Byzantine replicas simply stop participating. To solve this problem, we use a standard idea: honest replicas continue participating "virtually" after termination. Table 1 : Validity requirements of messages. Every message must carry the current iteration number k and be signed by the sender. Additional validity requirements are listed below. A message's validity may depend on the validity of its components and other conditions defined in the table.
Message
Validity requirements
v is safe to propose under P P consists of f + 1 status or notify summaries, plus a commit certificate for a summary that claims the highest non-zero iteration number. Each status summary in P must carry the current iteration number k while a notify summary may not. If multiple summaries claim the same highest iteration number, the commit certificate can be for any of them. Without loss of generality,
There may be additional requirements on v at the application level that replicas should verify.
C certifies (v, k)
C consists of f + 1 commit requests or notify summaries for value v. Each commit request in C must carry the current iteration number k while a notify summary may not.
If replica t has committed on v t and terminated in iteration k t , it is supposed to send a valid notification k t , notify, v t t , C t t to all other replicas. Upon receiving this notification, replica i becomes aware that replica t has terminated, and does not expect any messages from replica t in future iterations. Of course, it is also possible that replica t is Byzantine and sends notifications only to a subset of replicas. We need to ensure that such a fake termination does not violate safety or liveness.
Assuming that replica i has received a valid notification k t , notify, v t t , C t t from replica t, we now amend the protocol such that in all future iterations k > k t , replica i "pretends" that it keeps receiving virtual messages from replica t in the follow ways:
-In Round 0, if replica i is the current iteration leader, it treats the notification k t , notify, v t t , C t t as a valid k, status, v t , k t t , C t t message from replica t. In particular, the safe value proof P is allowed to include the notify summary k t , notify, v t t in place of a status summary.
-In Round 1, if replica t is the current iteration leader L, then replica i treats the notify summary k t , notify, v t t as a virtual proposal for v t . If v t = v i (the value replica i accepts), then replica i considers the virtual proposal valid sets v L→i = v t . Later in Round 2, replica i forwards the virtual proposal to all replicas for equivocation checking.
-In Round 2, replica i treats the notify summary k t , notify, v t t as a valid commit request for v t from replica t. In particular, a commit certificate C i is allowed to include this notify summary in place of a commit request.
Safety and Liveness
In this section, we prove that the protocol in Section 3.2 provides safety and liveness. We will also give intuition to aid understanding. The scenario to consider for safety is when an honest replica h commits on a value v * in iteration k * . We show that, in all subsequent iterations, no leader can construct a valid proposal for a value other than v * . We first show that Byzantine replicas cannot commit or accept a value other than v * in iteration k * . Thus, all other honest replicas accept v * at the end of iteration k * upon receiving notify from the honest replica h. The leader in iteration k * + 1 needs to show f + 1 status messages and pick a value with the highest iteration number (cf. Table 1 ). One of these status messages must be from an honest replica and contain v * . This implies that a value other than v * cannot be proposed in iteration k * + 1, and hence cannot be committed or accepted in iteration k * + 1, and hence cannot be proposed in iteration k * + 2, and so on. Safety then holds by induction.
We now formalize the above intuition through an analysis on commit certificates. A commit certificate C certifies that v has been legally committed and/or accepted in iteration k, if it meets the validity requirement in Table 1 . We prove the following lemma about commit certificates: once an honest replica commits, all commit certificates in that iteration and future iterations can only certify its committed value. Lemma 1. Suppose replica h is the first honest replica to commit. If replica h commits on v
Proof. We prove by induction on k. For the base case, suppose C certifies (v, k * ). C must consist of f + 1 valid commit requests or notify summaries for v. At least one of these comes from an honest replica (call it h 1 ). Since no honest replica has terminated so far, replica h 1 must have sent a normal commit request rather than a virtual one. Thus, replica h 1 must have received a valid proposal (could be virtual) for v from the leader, and must have forwarded the proposal to all other replicas. If v = v * , replica h would have detected leader equivocation, and would not have committed on v * in this iteration. So we have v = v * . Before proceeding to the inductive case, it is important to observe that all honest replicas will accept v * at the end of iteration k * . This is because, in iteration k * , the honest replica h must have sent a notify message (with a commit certificate for v * ) to all replicas and commit certificates for other values cannot exist. Now for the inductive case, suppose the lemma holds up to iteration k. We need to prove that if C certifies (v, k + 1), then v = v * . The inductive hypothesis says between iteration k * to iteration k, all commit certificates certify v * . So at the beginning of iteration k + 1, all honest replicas either have committed on v * or still accept v * . If C certifies (v, k + 1), it must consist of f + 1 valid commit requests or notify summaries for v. At least one of these is from an honest replica (call it h 2 ).
1. If replica h 2 has terminated before iteration k + 1, its notify summary (virtual commit request) is for v * and we have v = v * .
2. Otherwise, replica h 2 must have received from the leader a valid proposal (could be virtual) for v in iteration k + 1. Note again that all honest replicas either have committed on v * or still accept v * at the beginning of iteration k + 1.
(a) If the proposal is a virtual one, in order for replica h 2 to consider it valid, v must match v h2 (the value replica h 2 accepts), which is v * .
(b) If the proposal is a normal one, then it must contain a safe value proof P for v. P must include at least one honest replica's status or notify summary for (v * , k * ) (or an even higher iteration number). Due to the inductive hypothesis, P cannot contain a commit certificate for (v , k ) where k ≥ k * and v = v * . Recall that v must match the value in a summary that claims the highest iteration number. Therefore, the only value that is safe to propose under P is v = v * .
Therefore, we have v = v in all cases in the inductive step, completing the proof.
Theorem 3 (Safety). If two honest replicas commit on v and v respectively, then v = v .
Proof. Suppose replica h is the first honest replica to commit, and it commits on v * in iteration k * . In order for another honest replica to commit on v, there must be a valid commit certificate C for (v, k) where k ≥ k * . Due to Lemma 1, v = v * . Similarly, v = v * , and we have v = v . Now we move on to liveness and show that an honest leader will guarantee that all honest replicas terminate by the end of that iteration.
Theorem 4 (Liveness)
honest replicas. Now with one more commit request for each value from honest replicas, Byzantine replicas can obtain commit certificates for both v and v , and can make honest replicas accept different values by showing them different commit certificates (notify messages). However, this will not lead to a safety violation because no honest replica would have committed in this iteration: the leader has equivocated to honest replicas, so all honest replicas will detect equivocation from forwarded proposals and thus refuse to commit. This scenario showcases the necessity of both the synchrony assumption and the use of digital signatures for our protocol. Lacking either one, equivocation cannot be reliably detected and any protocol will be subject to the f < n/3 bound. For completeness, we note that the above scenario will not lead to a liveness violation, either. In the next iteration, honest replicas consider a proposal for any value (including but not limited to v and v ) to be valid as long as it contains a valid safe value proof P for that value.
Byzantine Fault Tolerant State Machine Replication
Model and Overview
The state machine replication approach for fault tolerance considers a scenario where clients submit requests to a replicated service [26, 39] . The replicated service should provide safety and liveness even when some replicas are faulty (f < n/2 Byzantine faults in our case). Safety means the service behaves like a single non-faulty server, and liveness means the service keeps processing client requests and eventually commits every request [39, 7] . To satisfy safety, honest replicas should agree on a sequence of values and their order. We say each value in the sequence occupies a slot.
We remark that BFT state machine replication requires an honest majority (i.e., n ≥ 2f + 1) even in the synchronous setting [39] . Otherwise, Byzantine replicas in the majority can convince clients of a decision and later deny having ever committed that decision. This is in contrast to Byzantine broadcast which can be solved even for n/2 ≤ f ≤ n − 2. In Byzantine broadcast, honest parties just need to stay in agreement with each other and do not have to convince external entities (e.g., clients) of the correct system states. This distinction between BFT state machine replication and Byzantine broadcast becomes unimportant in the asynchronous setting in which both problems require n ≥ 3f + 1.
The rest of this section presents two state machine replication protocols. We start with a basic protocol, which extends the synod protocol with minimum modifications and requires amortized 2 iterations (8 rounds) per slot. The second protocol improves the common case (with a stable leader) at the cost of more expensive view (leader) changes. It achieves 1 iteration (3 rounds) per slot in the common case.
A Basic Protocol
The basic protocol essentially runs a series of synod instances sequentially. To start, the following modifications are natural.
1. Each replica i internally maintains an additional long-term state s i to denote which slot it is currently working on. s i = s means replica i has committed for slots {1, 2, · · · , s − 1}, and has not committed for slots s, s + 1, s + 2, · · · .
2. All messages in Section 3.2 and Table 1 contain an additional slot number s. The four types of messages now have the form:
Replica i follows the protocol in Section 3.2 to send and react to messages for the slot s i it is currently working on. If replica i receives messages for a past slot s < s i , it can safely ignore them because its virtual messages (notify messages) for slot s will suffice to help any honest replicas terminate for that slot. The more interesting question is how to react to messages for future slots. We observe that it is vital that all honest replicas accept values for future slots upon receiving valid notify messages. If the sender of the notify message is an honest replica, then all other honest replicas must accept that value to prevent any other value from being proposed for that slot. However, apart from notify messages, honest replicas can ignore all other messages for future slots without violating safety. The proof for safety from Section 3.3 still holds since it only relies on honest replicas not sending improper messages. This implies the following changes: We next analyze liveness and the amortized round complexity for our state machine replication protocol. Note that now an honest leader may not be able to ensure termination for the slot it is working on because some honest replicas may be lagging behind. They may not react to its proposal; in fact, the leader may not even gather enough status messages to construct a valid proposal. However, each honest leader can still guarantee termination for at least one slot: the lowest numbered slot s * that any honest replica is working on. After this iteration, all honest replicas will at least be working on slot s * + 1. Therefore, we simply rotate the leader in a round robin fashion. This way, we can fill at least f + 1 slots in a full rotation of 2f + 1 iterations, thereby achieving amortized 2 iterations (8 rounds) per slot.
Reply to clients. In our protocol, a single replica's notify message is insufficient to convince a client that a value is committed. The reason is that a Byzantine replica may not send notify message to all other replicas, in which case a different value may be committed later. Instead, a client needs to see f + 1 notify messages (summaries suffice) from distinct replicas to be confident of a committed value. When n is large, it may be costly for a client to maintain connections to all n replicas. An alternative solution is to let a replica gather f + 1 notify summaries at the end of Round 3, and send them to a client in a single message. We call these f + 1 notify summaries a notify certificate N . A client can be assured of a committed value by receiving N from a single replica at the cost of one extra round of latency.
Towards Stable Leaders
The previous protocol replaces the leader after every iteration. This is not ideal since faulty leaders may prevent progress in their iterations. As a result, the previous protocol may only make progress every one out of two iterations on average. A better design, which is common in PBFT-style protocols, is to keep a stable leader in charge and replace the leader only if it is detected to be faulty. This way, once an honest leader is in control, a slot can be committed after every iteration.
Following PBFT's terminology, we say a protocol proceeds in a series of views. Each view has a unique leader and we again rotate the leader in a round robin fashion. A view can last many iterations, potentially indefinitely as long as the leader keeps making progress. Suppose the current view is view l and its leader is L l . (Note that L l has been redefined to be the leader of a view as against an iteration.) At a high level, if an honest replica i detects that L l is faulty, it broadcasts a view-change, l + 1 i message, which can be thought of as an accusation against L l . If the next leader L l+1 gathers f + 1 view-change, l + 1 i messages from distinct replicas, it broadcasts a new-view message to become the new leader and the system enters view l + 1. Though the above idea seems simple at a high level, the details involved are quite intricate. Due to lack of space, we give an overview of the key challenges and our solutions here and present the detailed protocol and the proof in Appendix B.
First note that a faulty leader can always cause honest replicas to disagree on whether or not it is faulty. To do so, the faulty leader and all Byzantine replicas just behave normally to some honest replicas (call them group 1) and remain silent to other honest replicas (call them group 2). In this case, replicas in group 2 will accuse the leader, but they cannot convince group 1 because from group 1's perspective, it is entirely possible that replicas in group 2 are malicious and are falsely accusing an innocent leader. Fortunately, we can still ensure progress by utilizing the following property of our synod protocol: If L l is honest, then a replica expects to not only to commit but also receive at least f + 1 notify messages from distinct replicas (including itself) at the end of Round 3 of each iteration. These f + 1 notify messages form a notify certificate N and convince any other replica to commit (cf. Section 4.2). If replica i does not receive f + 1 notify messages at the end of Round 3, then it knows the current leader is faulty and broadcasts view-change. Therefore, after each iteration, either some honest replica obtains the ability to convince other replicas to commit, or all honest replica accuse the current leader and the next leader can start a new view.
However, to complicate the matter, the next leader may also be Byzantine. It may not send new-view when it is supposed to, or send it only to a subset of honest replicas. We need to ensure such behaviors do not violate safety or liveness. For safety, we would like to ensure that two honest replicas are never in different views. Unfortunately, we do not see a way to keep all honest replicas always in the same view. Instead, our protocol guarantees the following: if an honest replica enters view l + 1, then all other honest replicas exit view l -they may not enter view l + 1, which means they temporarily may not be in any view. To guarantee liveness, these "out-of-view" replicas must eventually enter a future view. This is achieved by ensuring that, if L l+1 does not send new-view or tries to prevent progress in any other way, then all honest replicas will accuse L l+1 . Meanwhile, we also need to ensure that an honest replica will not be tricked into accusing an honest future leader. Thus, before accusing L l+1 , an honest replica i sends the f + 1 view-change messages (a view-change certificate) to L l+1 ; if L l+1 still does not step up in the round after, then replica i can be certain that L l+1 is faulty.
Message complexity and digital signatures. The status round and the full notify round can be pushed to the view change procedure. With this change, our improved protocol will have very similar complexity as the Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) protocol. Like PBFT, in the common case (i.e., under a stable leader), our protocol has three rounds, two of which require all-to-all communication of O(1)-sized messages. Θ(n)-sized messages are needed only for view changes. System-level optimizations like parallel slots, checkpoints and garbage collection [7] can also be added. It is worth noting that we require digital signatures even in the common case, whereas PBFT uses digital signatures only for view changes. This was a major contribution of PBFT two decades ago as digital signatures were very slow back then. But with computation becoming cheaper and the development of more efficient signature schemes [19] , we believe the use of signatures is less of a concern today. Perhaps a more important question is whether the synchrony assumption itself is practical. The next subsection discusses this topic.
Clock Synchronization
The synchrony assumption essentially states that all honest replicas' messages arrive in time. This requires two properties: (i) a bounded message delay and (ii) locked step execution, i.e., honest replicas enter each round roughly at the same time. The second property is important because, if replica i enters a round much earlier than replica j, then i may end up finishing the round too soon without waiting for j's message to arrive. In our protocol, for example, this could prevent i from detecting leader equivocation and result in a safety violation.
The XFT paper provided some justification for the bounded message delay assumption in certain applications [30] . But we still a mechanism to enforce locked step execution. To this end, we will use the following clock synchronization protocol. It will be executed at known time intervals. We call each interval a "day".
Round 0 (sync) When replica i's clock reaches the beginning of day X, it sends a sync, X i message to all replicas including itself.
Round 1 (new-day) The first time a replica j receives f + 1 sync, X messages from distinct replicas (either as f + 1 separate sync messages or within a single new-day message), it -sets its clock to the beginning of day X, and -sends all other replicas a new-day message, which is the concatenation of f + 1 sync, X messages from distinct replicas.
The above protocol refreshes honest replicas' clock difference to at most the message delay bound δ at the beginning of each day. The first honest replica to start a new day will broadcast a new-day message, which makes all other honest replicas start the new day within δ time. Obtaining a new-day message also means at least one honest replica has sent a valid sync message, ensuring that roughly one day has indeed passed since the previous day. We can then set the duration of each round to 2δ + t where t is the maximum clock drift between two honest replicas in a "day".
This clock synchronization protocol may be of independent interest to synchronous protocols other than Byzantine consensus. We also note that it does not require a locked step execution. Each sync message is triggered by a replica's own local clock, independent of when day X would start for other replicas.
Best-case optimization. A replica does not need to send a new-day message, if (i) it receives 2f + 1 distinct sync, X messages (as separate sync messages, via new-day messages or a mixture of both), or (ii) it receives f + 1 distinct new-day messages. In scenario (i), all honest replicas have sent a sync message. In scenario (ii), some honest replica has sent new-day. So the replica can be assured that all other honest replicas will enter the new day within δ time.
Byzantine Broadcast and Agreement
Byzantine Broadcast
In Byzantine broadcast, there is a designated sender who tries to broadcast a value to n parties. A solution needs to satisfy three requirements:
(termination) all honest parties eventually commit, (agreement) all honest parties commit on the same value, and (validity) if the sender is honest, then all honest parties commit on the value it broadcasts.
In this section, we describe a protocol that solves synchronous authenticated Byzantine broadcast for the f < n/2 case.
A "pre-round". Our core protocol in Section 3.2 can be used to satisfy the agreement and termination requirement. But to satisfy validity, we need to prepend an extra round to allow the designated sender to broadcast its value. We will call this the pre-round. Let replica L s be the designated sender. In the pre-round, L s broadcasts a signed value v s Ls to every replica. At the end of the pre-round, if replica i receives v s Ls from L s , then replica i accepts v s by setting its states (v i , k i ) := (v s , 0) and C i := v s Ls . Note that the certificate for accepting v s is simply a valid signature from L s .
Main loop. After the pre-round, we enter the main loop of the core protocol in Section 3.2. The first iteration of the main loop is now slightly different. Before, the leader L 1 of the first iteration will certainly find in its status round that "no replica has accepted anything", and is hence free to propose any value. But now, replicas may have accepted values from L s .
Agreement and Validity. If the designated sender L s is honest, then all honest replicas will accept its value before entering the main loop. Thus, any safe value proof P that L 1 can construct will contain at least one status message vouching for v s . Following an inductive proof similar to Theorem 3, no value other than v s can have a certificate or be proposed in any iteration, satisfying validity. The first honest leader in the main loop will ensure agreement and termination. If L s is faulty, it may send no value or multiple values in the pre-round. As before, in the propose round, if the leader finds a tie for the highest iteration number (define "pre-round" to have iteration number 0) between multiple legally accepted values, it is free to pick any of them. This means if L s sends multiple values (or no value), it is up to future leaders to pick (or propose) a value for the replicas to agree on. Agreement and termination are guaranteed by the core protocol.
Efficiency. Assuming we have a random leader oracle, there is a (f + 1)/(2f + 1) > 1/2 probability that each leader after the first iteration is honest, so the protocol terminates in expected 2 iterations after the pre-round. Since honest replicas terminate without waiting for the notify messages in the last iteration, the protocol terminates in 1 + 2 × 4 − 1 = 8 rounds in expectation.
Random leader oracle. The remaining question is how to elect random leaders. For this step, we can adopt the moderated verifiable secret sharing approach from Katz and Koo [21] or the unique signature approach from Algorand [32] . The resulting protocol does not yet achieve expected constant rounds against an adaptive adversary who can corrupt a leader as soon as it is elected. Inspired by prior work [21, 32] , the solution is to elect a random leader only after it has fulfilled the leader's responsibility. Adapting the idea to our protocol, every party should act as a leader in the status round and the propose round of each iteration to collect states and make a proposal. A random leader is then elected after the propose round and before the commit round. This ensures a 1/2 chance of having an honest leader in each iteration even against an adaptive adversary.
Byzantine Agreement
In Byzantine agreement, every party holds an initial input value. A solution needs to satisfy the same termination and agreement requirements as in Byzantine broadcast. There exist a few different validity notions. We adopt a common one known as strong unanimity [13] :
(validity) if all honest parties hold the same input value v, then they all commit on v.
To solve Byzantine agreement, we can use a classical transformation [35, 28] . Each party initiates a Byzantine broadcast in parallel to broadcast its value. After the broadcast, every honest party will share the same vector of values V = {v 1 , v 2 , · · · , v n }. If party i is honest, then v i will be its input value. Each party can then just output the most frequent value in the vector V . Agreement is reached since all honest parties share the same V . If all honest parties start with the same input value, then that value will be the most frequent in V , achieving validity. After the first iteration, we can elect a single leader for all the parallel broadcast instances. Thus, the agreement protocol will have the same round complexity as the broadcast protocol.
Conclusion and Future Work
This paper has described a 4-round synod protocol that tolerates f Byzantine faults using 2f + 1 replicas in the synchronous and authenticated setting. We then apply the synod protocol to achieve BFT state machine replication in amortized 3 rounds per slot and solve Byzantine agreement in expected 8 rounds. Our protocols may be applied to build synchronous BFT systems or improve cryptographic protocols. A An Illustration of the Core Protocol Figure 1 gives an illustration of the core synod protocol in Section 3.2.
B An Improved Protocol with Stable Leaders
The improved protocol distinguishes the common case and the view change procedure. The common case runs the propose round, the commit round, a "lightweight" notify round in iterations. The status round and the full notify round will be pushed to the view change procedure. Concurrent to the common case and view change, each replica additionally runs a checkpoint procedure and a leader monitoring procedure.
B.1 The Common Case
Suppose an honest replica i is currently in view l and is working on slot s, and the current iteration is k.
Round 1 (propose) Same as before, except that for slots that have not been worked on in prior views, the leader does not need to include safe value proofs (see view change).
Round 2 (commit) Same as before.
Round 3 (notify-light) If replica i has committed on v at the end of Round 2, it sends a notification summary s, k, notify, v i to every replica including itself.
At the end of this round, if replica i receives f + 1 valid s, k, notify, v j summaries for the same v, it concatenates them to form a notify certificate N ; otherwise, it marks the current leader L l as faulty.
The notify-light round does not make other replicas accept a committed value. Its purpose is to grant a replica the ability to prove the correctness of the committed value to other replicas or to an external client, using N .
Reply to clients. As in Section 4.2, a client can be convinced about a committed decision if it receives f + 1 notify summaries at the end of Round 3, or wait for one extra round to avoid talking to f + 1 replicas.
Checkpoint. Before presenting the view change procedure, we need to introduce checkpoints. We say slot s is a stable checkpoint for replica i, if replica i knows for sure that every honest replica has committed for slot s. In fact, an easy way to create a stable checkpoint is to broadcast a valid notify certificate N (obtained in Round 3) to every replica. If another replica receives a valid N for slot s, it can safety commit and moves to the next slot. Thus, if replica i broadcasts N for slot s, then it knows for sure every other honest replica will commit for slot s at the end of that round, and slot s now becomes a stable checkpoint for replica i. However, since honest replicas cannot coordinate their actions, this will require an all-to-all round of communication with Θ(n)-sized messages per slot. Following PBFT, we can create a checkpoint for every batch of slots to amortize the cost of checkpointing. This involves every replica broadcasting a notify-light message and then a notify certificate N for a digest of a slot batch, e.g., of size c = 100. If a scheduled checkpoint does not become stable in time, a replica i accuses the leader.
B.2 View Change
The view change procedure is initiated by the new leader L l+1 once it obtains a view-change certificate V, i.e., f + 1 view-change, l + 1 i messages from distinct replicas. We henceforth write L l+1 as L for short.
Round VC1 L sends a new-view, l + 1, V, s , S L to every replica including itself. s is the last stable checkpoint known to L , and S is a proof for that checkpoint.
At the end of this round, if replica i receives a valid new-view message, it exits view l and sets enter i := true.
Round VC2 If enter i = true, replica i forwards the new-view message it receives in Round VC1 to every other replica.
At the end of this round, if replica i is forwarded a valid new-view message but did not directly receive one from L in the previous round, or if replica i detects equivocation about s by L , then replica i exits view l, sets enter i := false, and marks L as faulty.
Round VC3 (notify) For every committed slot since the last stable checkpoint, replica i sends the full notify message, which includes the corresponding C, to every replica including itself.
At the end of this round, for every slot uncommitted slot, if replica i receives a valid notify message for that slot, it accepts the value in the notify message.
Round VC4 (status) Let T be the largest slot that replica i has committed or has accepted a value. For every slot since the last stable checkpoint up to T , replica i sends a status message, which includes the corresponding C, to the new leader L . Replica i also sends L a T, l + 1, status-max i message, indicating that it has not committed or accepted any value for any slot numbered greater than T . L will use these status-max messages to prove that certain slots have not been worked on in prior views.
At the end of this round, if enter i = true, then replica i increments its view number l and enters the new view. From the next round, replica i returns to the common case and works on slot s + 1. If enter i = false, replica i increments l but does not enter the new view.
It is crucial to note that we distinguish "having a view number l" and "being in view l". A replica only enters a new view (and stay in that view) upon receiving a new-view message directly from the new leader. A forwarded new-view message will only make a replica exit its current view, but not enter the new view. This ensures the following.
Lemma 2. Honest replicas will not be in different views.
Proof. If an honest replica h 1 is in view l, according to the protocol, it must have received a valid new-view message from L l . Then, it must have forwarded the new-view message to all other replicas. Thus, all other honest replicas must have exited view l − 1 in Round VC2 of that view change.
Lemma 2 states that honest replicas will never be in different views. But some honest replicas may not be in any view. If a replica is not in any view, it does not participate in Rounds 1 to 3 of the common case. In particular, it ignores any proposal and does not send any commit request or notify summary. But it will participate in Round 4 of the common case: it will commit a value upon receiving a valid notify certificate.
Leader monitoring. In the view change procedure, if replica i is forwarded a new-view message but does not directly receive one from L , it knows L is faulty. Another situation where replica i detects L as faulty is when replica i has sent V to L but L does not initiate the view change procedure. In both cases, replica i will skip L and wait for the next view change. In more details, replica i keeps monitoring its current leader L l and future leaders as follows.
-At the beginning of any round, if replica i has marked L l faulty, it sends a view-change, l + 1 i message to every replica including itself.
-At the end of any round, if replica i has gathered f + 1 view-change, l + 1 j messages, it concatenates them to form a view-change certificate V (else V := ⊥).
-At the beginning of any round, if a replica i has V = ⊥, it sends V to the next leader L .
-At the end of any round, if replica i has sent V to L in the previous round but does not receive a new-view message from L in this round, then replica i marks L as faulty and increments the view number l.
We remark that we have only pointed out the necessary conditions for an honest replica to accuse a faulty leader. Honest replicas may detect a faulty leader through other means (e.g., equivocation and invalid messages). But whether or not they accuse the leader in those situations will not affect the safety and liveness of the protocol.
B.3 Safety and Liveness
The proof for safety remains largely unchanged from Section 3.3 except for a small modification to the base case of Lemma 1.
Lemma 3 (restated with slots). Suppose replica h is the first honest replica to commit for slot s. If replica h commits on v * in iteration k * and C certifies (s, v, k) where k ≥ k * , then v = v * .
Proof. For the base case, assume for contradiction that a commit certificate for (s, v, k * ) exists for v = v * . An honest replica h 1 must have sent a commit request for v. Replica h 1 must then be in some view; otherwise, it would not have participated in the commit round at all. Due to Lemma 2, replica h 1 must be in the same view as replica h. Thus, h 1 must have detected leader equivocation and would not have committed. The proof for the inductive step remains unchanged.
Theorem 3 (Safety, restated with slots). If two honest replicas commit on v and v respectively for slot s, then v = v .
The proof invokes Lemma 1 in the same way (but with slots), and we do not repeat it.
Theorem 5 (Liveness). The protocol commits s slots in at most 3s + O(cf ) rounds, where c is the checkpoint batch size.
Proof. The proof observes two crucial properties of the protocol: (1) an honest leader will not lose its leader role, and (2) each Byzantine leader can prevent progress for at most O(c) rounds. The theorem then follows from the above properties. Once an honest leader takes control, it will not be replaced and a new slot is committed in its view every iteration (3 rounds) in its view in the common case.
For part (1) , it suffices to show that an honest replica will not accuse an honest leader. In the protocol, there are two situations in which a replica accuses a leader: not stepping up for its view and not making progress in its view. Neither will happen to an honest leader. Before accusing a future leader of not stepping up, an honest replica will send a view-change certificate to the leader. At this point, an honest leader will broadcast new-view and make all honest replicas enter its view. Once all honest replicas enter its view, they will all make progress, receive f + 1 notify summaries, and move to the next slot after every iteration.
For part (2), we first show that the last stable checkpoints of any two honest replicas can be at most off by 1 (i.e., c slots apart). Let s i be the last stable checkpoint known to replica i. Suppose for contradiction that two honest replicas i and j have s i > s j + 2c. This means at checkpoint s j + c, no honest replica has broadcast N . Then, all honest replicas should have accused the leader and replica i should not have advanced to slot s i > s j + 2c, a contradiction. Therefore, a Byzantine leader can disrupt progress by at most c iterations when its view begins (by starting from a checkpoint c slots behind), and waste another c iterations (by leading the common case normally until the next checkpoint) before getting accused and replaced.
Remark: It should now be clear that the checkpoint batch size c is a trade-off between common case efficiency and worst-case efficiency. A larger c allows Byzantine leaders/replicas to prevent progress for longer with some carefully planned malicious actions; but in the best case where there is no such malicious behavior, a larger c means less frequent checkpoints and hence less work in the common case.
C An Improved XFT Variant
XFT relies on an all-honest active group of f + 1 to make progress [30] . As we mentioned, when the number of faults f approaches the (n − 1)/2 limit, i.e., n = 2f + 1, there is only one all-honest group among the n f +1 total groups. Finding this single group will be a challenge.
The XFT paper [30] mentions the simple scheme of trying out all groups, and also acknowledges that this simple scheme does not scale with n and f as it would require a super-exponential number of trials to find the only all-honest group. Below we describe an XFT variant that only requires a quadratic number of trials to find the all-honest group. The following description assumes the reader is familiar with the XFT protocol.
We will rotate the leader of the active group in a round robin fashion, and let the leader pick its own f followers. Furthermore, we give each leader f + 1 chances of view changes, i.e., let it re-pick its followers f times, before replacing the leader. We refer to all views under a leader as that leader's reign.
If a leader is honest, in each view during its reign, it either makes progress (if all followers respond to its proposal correctly) or it detects at least one faulty follower that does not respond correctly. In the latter case, the leader can locally mark that follower as faulty and replaces it with a new replica that has not been marked faulty. During an honest leader's reign, there can be at most f view without progress. After that, the leader should have locally detected all f faulty replicas and found the all-honest active group. Thus, if there have been f + 1 view without progress during a leader's reign, the leader must be faulty and should be replaced. Each faulty leader can cause at most f + 1 view changes, and the f Byzantine replicas combined can cause at most (f + 1)f = O(n 2 ) view changes.
